This paper concerns the problem of testing from a finite state machine (FSM) M modelling a system that interacts with its environment at multiple physically distributed interfaces, called ports.
INTRODUCTION
Software testing is an important part of the software development process but is typically expensive, manual, and error-prone. This has led to interest in automating parts of testing. One of the most promising approaches to automation is model based testing (MBT) in which automation is based on a model [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . In MBT, test cases are typically automatically generated from a model. This model is an abstraction of the specification of the system under test (SUT) or some aspect of interest to the tester. Given a model M , there is the potential to automatically analyse M to generate test cases, direct testing, and check if the observed output is acceptable (solve the Oracle problem). Thus, the manual element in MBT is the production of a model and possibly an adapter that translates between values (inputs and outputs) in the model and those for the SUT. Evidence gathered in an industrial project involving hundreds of testers suggests that the use of MBT can lead to significant benefits [5] . MBT usually utilises state-based models, where the semantics of the model is described in terms of states and transitions between states. There has thus been much interest in testing from finite state machines (FSMs) (see, for example, [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] ) and input output transition systems (IOTSs) (see, for example, [7, 8] ). While test tools might allow the use of richer languages, the models are typically mapped to FSMs or IOTSs for analysis.
FSMs and IOTSs are used to model state-based systems, in which an event (input or output) can lead to a change of state. The response to an input depends on the state of the system/model and so it is necessary to use sequences of inputs in testing. A test case might thus be a sequence of inputs, which is also called an input sequence. However, in some situations there are benefits to using test cases that are adaptive and for such test cases the choice of next input depends on the outputs produced in response to the previous inputs in the test case. For example, a test case might apply input ?i and then choose to either apply input ?i if output !o is observed or to apply input ?i if output !o is observed. Such test cases can be represented by trees and will be called strategies.
Most MBT techniques assume that the SUT interacts synchronously with one tester (Figure 1a ). However, many systems interact with their environment at multiple physically distributed interfaces, called ports ( Figure 1b ) [14] . Examples of such systems include communications protocols, cloud systems, web services, and wireless sensor networks [15, 16] . In such situations, we might place a separate tester at each port and allow these testers to act independently. When there is no global clock and the testers do not synchronise during testing, we are testing in the ISO standardised distributed test architecture [17] . Note that the testers might be humans or automated systems.
This paper focuses on testing from a deterministic FSM in the distributed test architecture.
The formalism used is multi-port FSMs. In a multi-port FSM, a transition is triggered by an input and can send output to more than one port. This formalism was initially introduced in the context of testing a communications protocol. Here one tester (called the upper tester) acts as the layer above the SUT, while the other tester (called the lower tester) resides on a different machine. Most MBT work on distributed testing has used multi-port FSMs (see, for example, [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] ).
The use of the distributed test architecture introduces additional challenges. For example, normally we want a test case to be structured so that each tester knows when to supply its inputs and for such a decision to be based on the observations the tester made. Test cases that do not have this property introduce controllability problems. Further, the set of observations made by the local testers need not uniquely define the sequence of inputs and outputs (the trace) produced by the SUT and thus testing has reduced observational power (observability problems). There are many techniques for generating test cases from an FSM (see, for example, [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] ) and it is desirable to adapt these techniques for use in distributed testing. Most FSM test techniques use strategies (parts of test cases) to distinguish states of the FSM specification M and this motivates our interest in the problem of producing strategies that distinguish states of a multi-port FSM: techniques that produce such strategies have the potential to be used in test case generation methods for distributed testing.
Most FSM-based testing techniques use sequences that distinguish the states of the specification FSM M . Some use separating sequences (input sequences that distinguish two or more states of M ) but such techniques may require many test sequences to identify a state and so to test a transition. As a result, many methods instead use a single sequence or adaptive process (strategy) to distinguish states of M . Such a strategy is a distinguishing sequence and might be a preset distinguishing sequence (PDS) (a single input sequence) or an adaptive distinguishing sequence (ADS) (where the next input supplied depends on the response to previous inputs). When compared to separating sequences, the use of PDSs and ADSs can lead to smaller tests that contain fewer test sequences (see, for example, [28] ). There has been particular interest in ADSs as the problem of deciding whether a singleport FSM M has a PDS is PSPACE-Complete and the problem of deciding whether a single-port FSM M has an ADS is polynomial time solvable [29] .
The above observations motivate the problem investigated in this paper: producing controllable ADSs for distributed testing. There are two reasons for our interest in controllable ADSs. First, deciding whether there is a separating sequence for two states is generally undecidable [25] ; this problem can be solved in low-order polynomial time if we restrict attention to controllable sequences [24] . Second, if a test case is controllable then the order in which the inputs arrive is predictable, making it easier to trace failures to requirements and simplifying debugging. Interestingly, previous work showed how one can construct test cases from a multi-port FSM M when there are known PDSs [30] , although the notion of a PDS used in this previous work potentially required some adaptivity and so might be seen as being a special type of ADS. It should be straightforward to adapt this previously developed approach to use an ADS as defined in this paper. More generally, if we can produce ADSs from multi-port FSMs then there is the potential to adapt current FSMbased test generation methods for use in distributed testing.
This paper makes the following contributions.
local testers) and a distributed strategy.
2.
We define what it means for a global strategy to be controllable and also for a distributed strategy to be deterministic. 3 . We prove that a controllable global strategy can be mapped to a deterministic distributed strategy such that these strategies define the same set of possible behaviours. Further, if a global strategy is not controllable then we cannot create a corresponding deterministic distributed strategy. 4 . We define what it means for a distributed strategy to be an ADS for all of the states of FSM M and for a subset of its states.
5. We prove that the problem of deciding whether there is a controllable ADS that distinguishes the states of an FSM M is NP-Hard but we leave decidability open.
6. We prove that deciding whether there is an ADS of height at most is NP-Hard. Where bound is a polynomial in terms of the size of M this problem is NP-Complete.
7.
We provide algorithms to check whether a global strategy is controllable, generate a controllable ADS, and map a controllable ADS to local test cases.
These contributions address several practical issues and have corresponding consequences. First, having formalised ADSs for distributed testing there is the potential to adapt corresponding test case generation algorithms for use in distributed testing or to use the previously defined test case generation method [30] . Second, the results show that the problems of generating ADSs are significantly harder for distributed testing. The problems are more tractable when we have a polynomial upper bound on the lengths of the ADSs and, as explained later, a polynomial upper bound might be provided by the sum of the lengths of a set of separating sequences that distinguish the states of M . There might therefore be value in having test case generation algorithms that use ADSs, where there are ADSs that are sufficiently short, and also more general methods that use separating sequences.
Finally, conditions under which ADS existence become simpler have the potential to feed into notions of testability for distributed testing.
The paper is structured as follows. We start in Section 2 by reviewing related work and then, in Section 3, by discussing multi-port FSMs and the distributed test architecture. In Section 4 we formally define the notion of a global ADS and what it means for such an ADS to be controllable and prove that a controllable ADS can be implemented using a set of distributed testers. Section 5 then examines complexity issues related to ADSs. Finally, Section 6 draws conclusions and discusses possible future work. All proofs can be found in the Appendix.
RELATED WORK

Testing from single-port FSMs
There has been much work on generating test sequences from single-port FSMs [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . These approaches often use sequences that force (single-port FSM) M into a particular state and also sequences that distinguish states of M . Between them, these sequences can be used to check the response of M to an input x when in a state s. This is achieved by first moving M into state s, then applying input x, and finally checking that the resultant state is as expected. These are the basis for techniques that take an FSM M and return an mcomplete test suite: a test suite that is guaranteed to determine correctness as long as the SUT has no more than m states [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . The benefit of using m-complete test suites is that they provide some guarantees; even if the tester cannot determine a useful upper bound on the number of states of the SUT, the choice of m provides a trade-off between test suite size/cost and test suite effectiveness.
There are several approaches to distinguishing states of an FSM [11, 29] . The weakest approach is to use separating sequences, where a separating sequence distinguishes two states of M but may achieve no more than this. The strongest approach is to use a distinguishing sequence (DS), which distinguishes all of the states of M . For single-port testing, if M is minimal 3 then for every pair s, s of states of M there must be a separating sequence for s, s and, in addition, such a sequence can be generated in low-order polynomial time [31] . If M is not minimal then we can apply a polynomial time algorithm to convert M into an equivalent minimal single-port FSM. Unfortunately, test case generation approaches that use separating sequences require many test sequences to check a single transition. In contrast, we can test a transition through one test sequence if there is a preset distinguishing sequence (PDS): an input sequence that distinguishes all of the states of M . However, the problem of deciding whether a single-port FSM M has a PDS is PSPACE-Complete [29] . This has led to interest in adaptive distinguishing sequences (ADSs), where the next input supplied depends on the response to previous inputs. If there is a PDS then there is also an ADS but the converse is not the case. In addition, ADSs can be produced in low-order polynomial time [29] . These results demonstrate the benefits of ADSs: there are efficient algorithms to decide whether a single-port FSM has an ADS and, where an ADS exists, we can use a single test sequence to check a transition. Where there is no ADS, we can instead use separating sequences.
Distributed testing from multi-port FSMs
The early work in the area of distributed testing explored the situation in which there is a separate independent (local) tester at each port. If there is no global clock and the local testers do not synchronise during testing then we are testing in the ISO standardised distributed test architecture [17] . Sometimes, we allow the testers to exchange coordination messages through a network in order to synchronise their actions (see, for example, [32] [33] [34] [35] ). However, this can make testing more expensive, since it requires us to establish a network to connect the local testers, and may not be feasible where there are timing constraints. In addition, the message exchange may use the same network as the SUT and so change the behaviour of the SUT. As a result, there has been much interest in testing in the distributed test architecture (see, for example, [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] ).
Previous work identified two main problems introduced by distributed testing [21, 22, 27] . First, there might be a controllability problem in which a local tester, at a port p, cannot determine when to supply an input. Let us consider the interaction given in Figure 2a . The tester at port 1 should start by sending input x 1 , this is expected to lead to output o 1 at port 1, and the tester at port 2 should then send input x 2 . The problem here is that the tester at port 2 does not observe the earlier input or output and so cannot know when to send its input. Controllability problems lead to non-determinism in testing and so there has been interest in the problem of generating test sequences that do not cause controllability problems [18, 20, 23, [36] [37] [38] [39] .
Observability problems refer to the fact that, since we only make local observations, we may not be able to distinguish between two different behaviours (global traces). Consider the interaction between two testers and the SUT given in Figure 2b . The specification says that the input of x 1 at port 1 should lead to output o 1 at port 1 and that if we apply x 1 again then we should get o 1 at port 1 and o 2 at port 2. This defines the allowed global trace (Figure 2c ). Observability problems can reduce the effectiveness of a test sequence and so there has been interest in producing test sequences that do not suffer from such observability problems [19, 22, [40] [41] [42] .
Recent work has shown that a number of core testing problems change significantly when we are using the distributed test architecture. For example, if we are testing from an FSM M then it is undecidable whether there is a test case that is guaranteed to move M to a particular state or to distinguish two states s and s [25] . If we restrict attention to controllable test sequences 4 then there are low-order polynomial time algorithms to decide whether there is a separating sequence for two states [24] and to decide whether there is a controllable sequence that forces M into a particular state [43] . Further, recent work has shown how such separating sequences can be used in test case generation [44] . However, as noted above, if we use separating sequences then we require many test sequences to test a single transition. There is a known method for constructing test cases from a multi-port FSM M when there are PDSs [30] , although the notion of a PDS used in this previous work potentially required some adaptivity and so might be seen as being a special type of ADS. The hope is that if we can produce ADSs for distributed testing then these can form the basis for FSM-based test case generation methods and diagnostic methods.
Adaptive random testing
This subsection briefly reviews another form of adaptivity in testing: adaptive random testing (ART) [45, 46] . This approach is motivated by the belief that one wants a highly diverse test suite that provides an even spread over the input domain. In ART, test case generation is iterative, starting with the empty test suite and adding (and executing) test cases one at a time. In each iteration, there is a current test suite T and a set of candidate test cases C, C being randomly generated. The test case t ∈ C that is chosen, to be added to T , is one that maximises a notion of 'spread' or 'diversity'. Typically, there is a metric that gives the distance between pairs of test cases and the test case t chosen in the one that has maximal distance from the closest element of T that does not cause a failure. Thus, if d is the metric used and T C is the set of test cases from T that do not lead to failure, then the test case t chosen maximises the following value.
A number of studies have found that ART outperforms uniform random testing (see, for example, [45] ) and ART has been further developed in several directions. For example, ART has been refined so that the next test case is randomly chosen from a restricted domain, an approach that has been called Restricted Random Testing (RRT) [47, 48] . RRT restricts the input domain, from which the next test case is chosen, by excluding regions around the test cases in T C ; those that do not cause a failure. It is also possible to combine ART and partition testing [49] and this at least partially FIGURE 2: Controllability and observability problems.
addresses one weakness of ART, which is the time taken to choose a next test case. However, although ART and RRT are adaptive, the form of adaptivity used is different from that discussed in this paper.
PRELIMINARIES
A multi-port deterministic finite state machine (FSM) 5 has a set P of ports at which it interacts with its environment. The ports are physically distributed and each has its own input/output alphabet. For each port p ∈ P there is a separate local tester that applies the inputs to p and observes the outputs produced at p. Definition 3.1. An FSM is defined by a tuple M = (P, S, s 0 , X, Y, δ, λ) where:
• P = {1, . . . , k} is the finite set of ports.
• S is the finite set of states and s 0 ∈ S is the initial state.
• X is the finite set of inputs and
We consider the projection of an input onto a port and define it as π p (x) = x if x ∈ X p , and π p (x) = ε if x ∈ X p . We use "ε" to denote an empty/null input or output and also the empty sequence.
•
is the set of outputs where Y p is the output alphabet for port p.
The notation π p (y) is used to denote the projection of y onto port p, which is simply the p th component of the output vector y. We define outport(y) = {p ∈ P | π p (y) = ε}, which is the set of ports at which an output is produced.
• δ is the state transfer function of type S ×X → S. If an input x ∈ X is applied when M is in state s then M changes its state to δ(s, x).
• During a state transition M produces an output vector. The output function λ : S × X → Y gives the output vector produced in response to an input.
We assume that all of the alphabets are disjoint and so: for all p, p ∈ P, such that p = p , we have X p ∩ X p = ∅ and Y p ∩ Y p = ∅; and X is disjoint from ∪ 1≤i≤k Y k . This is not a significant restriction since we can label inputs and outputs with port numbers in order to ensure that these conditions hold.
An FSM receives only one input at a time but a transition can produce more than one output. There has been some interest in models (partial order automata) where transitions can be triggered by multiple inputs [50, 51] . It would be interesting to extend the notion of ADSs to such models.
We will use the following terminology in which M = (P, S, s 0 , X, Y, δ, λ). If (s, s , x/y) is a transition of M then the input of x in state s leads to M moving to state s and producing output y.
Given transition τ = (s, s , x/y) we define inport(τ ) = inport(x/y) = inport(x) and we also define outport(τ ) = outport(x/y) = outport(y) and finally we define ports(τ ) = ports(x/y) = {inport(x)}∪ outport(y) to denote the ports used in the transition.
An FSM can be represented by a directed graph. Figure 3 gives an example of a 2-port FSM M 1 with port set {1, 2}, state set {s 1 , s 2 , s 3 }, initial state s 1 , inputs {x 1 } at port 1 and {x 2 } at port 2, and outputs {o 1 , o 1 } at port 1 and {o 2 , o 2 } at port 2. A node represents a state and a directed edge from a node labeled by s to a node labeled by s with label x/y represents the transition (s, s , x/y).
The output and state transfer functions can be extended to input sequences as usual: if we use ε to represent the empty sequence and if
The behaviour of FSM M is defined in terms of the labels of walks of M .
This walk has starting state s 1 , ending state s m+1 , and label x 1 /y 1 x 2 /y 2 . . . x m /y m . x 1 /y 1 x 2 /y 2 . . . x m /y m is an input/output sequence, also called a global trace, and x 1 x 2 . . . x m is the input portion and y 1 y 2 . . . y m is the output portion of this global trace. 
denotes the set of labels of walks of M with starting state in 
An example of a walk in the FSM
, and this has starting state s 3 and ending state s 2 . Its label is
We use pre to denote a function that takes a set of sequences and returns the set of prefixes of these sequences. If x 1 /y 1 x 2 /y 2 . . . x m /y m is a trace then its prefixes are of the form x 1 /y 1 x 2 /y 2 . . . x n /y n for n ≤ m. We restrict attention to minimal FSMs; an FSM can be rewritten to form a minimal FSM in polynomial time [52] . Assumption 1. We are testing from minimal FSM M = (P, S, s 0 , X, Y, δ, λ).
Since we assume that the ports are physically distributed, no tester observes a global trace: the tester connected to port p will observe only the inputs and outputs at p. We use Σ to denote the set of global observations (inputs and outputs) that a hypothetical global tester can observe and Σ p to denote the set of observations that can be made at port p. Thus, Σ = X ∪ Y contains all inputs and vectors of outputs while Σ p = X p ∪ Y p contains only inputs and outputs at p. Let σ ∈ Σ * be a global trace, then π p (σ) is the local trace at p: a sequence of inputs and outputs at port p (the projection of σ at p).
Definition 3.5. Given port p, function π p is defined by the following rules.
Since the local testers observe only the local projections of global traces, these testers can only distinguish two global traces if one or more of their local projections differ. Definition 3.6. Two global traces σ 1 , σ 2 are indistinguishable, written σ 1 ∼ σ 2 , if for all p ∈ P we have that π p (σ 1 ) = π p (σ 2 ).
For instance, let us consider FSM M 1 given in Figure 3 , and global traces
Finally we use |.| to denote the cardinality of a set or the length of a sequence i.e. continuing the above example we have |P| = 2 and |π 2 (σ 1 )| = 4. Table 1 summarises some of the terminology introduced.
TEST STRATEGIES FOR DISTRIBUTED TESTING
Test Strategies
This section defines test strategies for use in distributed testing and explores properties of such strategies. Essentially, a test strategy is similar to a strategy in game theory [53] and is a process that determines the actions of a tester. Test strategies have been discussed for testing from a single-port FSM [53] and multiports FSMs (where a local tester has its own strategy) [25] . However, as we explain below, the formalisation in this section is, by necessity, different. In addition, the notion of a strategy (for testing from an FSM) being controllable has not previously been discussed the output produced if input x is received when M is in state s L(M ) the set of input/output sequences that label walks from the initial state of M pre(σ) the set of prefixes of σ πp(σ) the projection of trace σ onto port p σ1 ∼ σ2
for all p ∈ P, πp(σ1) = πp(σ2) FIGURE 4: FSM M 2 for Example 1.
and previous work has not considered the problem of using a strategy to distinguish more than two states in distributed testing. The main result in this section is that if a global strategy µ is controllable then it can be mapped to a set of local test cases (a distributed strategy) that implement µ. In Section 5 this will allow us to focus on problems associated with generating controllable global strategies that achieve certain objectives. Some readers might want to skip much of Section 4, although in Section 5 we will use the notion of the set of evolutions of a strategy µ (the set of traces that can result from applying µ) and the evolutions of µ from a state set S (the set of traces that can result from applying µ in states from S ). Table 2 provides a list of terms introduced in this section, along with corresponding definition numbers.
A global strategy will be a test strategy in which a single tester observes all inputs and outputs. Thus, since the hypothetical global observer receives the global trace, the usual definition of an ADS applies. We will call these traditional ADSs. However, observability problems can reduce their effectiveness. Example 1. Consider the FSM given in Figure 4 . We have that x 1 x 1 is a traditional ADS (also a traditional PDS) since it leads to different global traces from the states: from s 1 we have
However, if we consider the local traces we find that x 1 x 1 does not distinguish states s 2 and s 3 in distributed testing since in each case the projection at port 1 is x 1 o 1 x 1 o 1 and the projection at port 2 is o 2 .
We therefore have the following. Proposition 1. Given FSM M , a traditional ADS of M might fail to distinguish some states of M when only local observations are made.
We will define the notion of a distributed test strategy, which is a tuple of local strategies; a local strategy µ p is assigned to a port p and a tester at p applies µ p .
In Section 4.2 we define what we mean by a global strategy and what it means for such a strategy to be controllable. We also define what it means for a global strategy to be an adaptive distinguishing sequence. In Section 4.3 we then consider distributed test strategies and show that a controllable global strategy for FSM M can be mapped to a distributed test strategy that is equally effective in testing from M . Since we are interested in controllable testing, this will show that it is sufficient to generate global strategies that achieve given objectives and produce distributed strategies from these. This is useful since typical testing objectives, such as reaching a state of M or distinguishing states of M , are described in terms of the global behaviour of M . The focus of the paper will then be on generating controllable global strategies.
Global Strategies
In this section we define the notion of a global strategy µ and the set of behaviours (evolutions) that can occur when using µ. Based on this, we define what it means for a global strategy to be controllable and to be an ADS.
When testing from an FSM, an observation is a trace and the global tester makes a decision, regarding what to do next, on the basis of such a trace. A global strategy µ is therefore a partial function from (X/Y ) * to X, where (X/Y ) * denotes the set of traces. Thus, if the SUT produces trace σ then µ(σ) determines what the tester does next: if µ(σ) = x (x ∈ X) then the tester applies x and otherwise µ is not defined on σ and testing ends. We include a finiteness requirement to ensure that testing terminates.
* to X such that only finitely many traces from (X/Y ) * are mapped to elements of X.
When the global tester applies a strategy µ one obtains an evolution 6 of µ [25] . We can restrict the set of evolutions if we start testing an FSM M when it is in state s since we must observe a trace from L M (s). Similarly, we can define the set of evolutions when applying a global strategy from some set S of states.
Definition 4.2. Trace σ is an evolution of global strategy µ if the following hold.
1. If σ x/y is a prefix of σ for x ∈ X and y ∈ Y then µ(σ ) = x.
2. If σ is a prefix of σ and µ(σ ) = x then there exists y ∈ Y such that σ x/y is prefix of σ.
Given global strategy µ, we let Ev(µ) denote the set of evolutions of µ. Given FSM M and state s of M , we let the set of evolutions of µ from s be
Further, given FSM M with set of states S and S ⊆ S we let the set of evolutions of µ from S be Ev(µ, M, S ) = s∈S Ev(µ, M, s). We say that the length of the longest evolution in Ev(µ, M, S) is the height of µ.
This states that an input will only be applied after σ if this is specified by the strategy and also that whenever the strategy can apply an input it does so. We will assume that a global strategy µ is not defined on traces that cannot occur when µ is applied and so σ ∈ pre(Ev(µ)) implies that µ is not defined on 6 Previous work concerned a single (local) tester and so strategies were mappings from Σ * p .
σ. Clearly, this does not reduce the effectiveness of the global strategies we consider; it simply avoids some redundancy.
Assumption 2. Global strategy µ is only defined on traces in pre(Ev(µ)).
While executing a global strategy a controllability problem may arise.
Example 2. Let x 1 , x 1 ∈ X 1 be different inputs at port 1, x 2 ∈ X 2 , and let us suppose that there are traces x 2 / o 1 , o 2 x 1 / y, ε (Figure 5a ) and
, and so it cannot know which input (x 1 or x 1 ) to send after observing o 1 .
For a global strategy to be controllable, the actions at a port p should only depend on the observations made at p and so if there is a local tester at p then this local tester knows when to supply input. This is characterised by saying that if two evolutions σ and σ have the same observations at p (π p (σ) = π p (σ )) then the tester at p performs the same action after each.
We can now adapt the notion of controllability to the case where we have a strategy and a set S of states from which we might apply this. To do this it is sufficient to restrict attention to evolutions that can occur from S . Definition 4.4. Given set S of states of M , strategy µ is controllable for S if for all σ, σ ∈ pre(Ev(µ, M, S )), if there exists port p such that π p (σ) = π p (σ ) and µ(σ) ∈ X p then µ(σ ) = µ(σ).
The following shows that this is less restrictive than controllability: a strategy might be controllable for a given M and S but not controllable in general. The key point is that if we fix M and S then we only need to consider the behaviour that can result from applying Proposition 2. If a strategy µ is controllable then for every FSM M and set S of states of M , we have that µ is controllable for S . However, it is possible that strategy µ is controllable for S for some FSM M and state set S and yet µ is not controllable.
We now consider the problem of checking whether a strategy µ is controllable for an FSM M and below we give an algorithm that achieves this. Note that previous work has explored the problem of deciding whether a global test case, for testing from an input output transition system (IOTS), is controllable [54] . The algorithm given in this paper is similar to that previously defined for IOTSs, although it differs slightly as a result of the differences in the formalisms. In particular, for FSMs we know that input and output alternate but this is not the case for IOTSs; by taking advantage of this property we can produce a simpler algorithm.
For a strategy µ, Algorithm 1 retrieves a set SEQ of (maximal) sequences that can result from applying µ to M i.e. SEQ = Ev(µ, M, S). Afterwards it checks if these sequences cause a controllability problem.
Recall that we have a controllability problem if and only if there are different prefixes σ, σ such that the following hold:
1. there exists a port p such that π p (σ) = π p (σ ) 2. µ returns input at port p after at least one of σ and σ
The first condition says that σ and σ look the same to the tester at port p (π p (σ) = π p (σ )). Thus, there is a controllability problem if µ behaves differently at port p after σ and σ . The second and third conditions check this: if the second condition holds then µ applies input at p after at least one of σ and σ and so there is a controllability problem if it does not apply the same input after these (µ(σ) = µ(σ )).
We now explain how Algorithm 1 operates and use σ p k to denote the trace formed by taking the prefix of σ with k −1 inputs and then taking the projection at port p. The algorithm first generates the set SEQ (Line 1) of sequences that can result from applying σ in M and initiates a boolean variable C (Line 2); C will be set to false if the strategy µ is not controllable. For each sequence σ in SEQ and each 1 < k ≤ , where is the length of σ, we retrieve the port p that applies the kth input x k of σ (we do not need to consider the case k = 1 since the first input cannot cause a controllability problem). We also compute the prefix of σ of length k − 1 (i.e. the observations that precede the input of x k ) and take its projection σ p k at port p. We then check whether the port that applies x k is in the set ports(x k−1 /y k−1 ) of ports that observe input/output in the previous transition (Lines [7] [8] 
We now consider the complexity of Algorithm 1 and let n denote the number of states of M and denote the height of µ. Note that the algorithm uses three nested loops. As the cardinality of SEQ is bounded above by n, the outer loop iterates at most n times. At each iteration the algorithm retrieves the prefix with k inputs and as k varies from 1 to , the number of steps executed by this loop is of O(n ). The innermost loop iterates O(n) times and on each iteration it considers a sequence of O( ) length. Thus, the number of steps used by the algorithm is of O(n 2 2 ) and so we can conclude that Algorithm 1 is a polynomial time algorithm with respect to the size of its input.
A global strategy µ is an ADS if it produces different observations from the states being considered and so distinguishes them 7 .
Definition 4.5. Global strategy µ is an adaptive distinguishing sequence (ADS) for state set S ⊆ S of M if for all s, s ∈ S with s = s, σ ∈ Ev(µ, M, s), and σ ∈ Ev(µ, M, s ), we have that σ ∼ σ . Further, µ is an adaptive distinguishing sequence (ADS) for M if it is an adaptive distinguishing sequence for S.
The difference, when compared to ADSs for testing from a single-port FSM, is that we compare global traces using ∼ rather than equality, this being an inevitable consequence of the reduced observational power of distributed testing.
We now provide a recursive algorithm that constructs a controllable global ADS for an FSM M , if such an ADS exists. But before going further we introduce the notion of a test case being weakly controllable that will be used in this algorithm.
Recall that whenever traces σ, σ are indistinguishable at port p, we need that µ(σ) and µ(σ ) are 'consistent' at p: either neither returns input at p or µ(σ) = µ(σ ) (see Line 12 of Algorithm 1). However, while constructing a strategy µ we should allow the case where µ(σ) = x, x ∈ X p and µ(σ ) = ε even though such a strategy is not controllable. This stems from the following observation: we may extend such a strategy µ that is not controllable to form one in which µ(σ) = x and µ(σ ) = x. That is to say, a recursive algorithm might produce a strategy µ that is not controllable but that can be extended to form a controllable strategy as the algorithm progresses. So while constructing a strategy if we declare that µ is not controllable, whenever we have µ(σ) = x and µ(σ ) = ε, we may not be able to find the desired final strategy. Thus, we should not discard such strategies. In order to achieve this we use another version of Algorithm 1 that checks whether a test case is weakly controllable. This algorithm can be obtained from Algorithm 1 by changing line 12 as follows.
12 µ(σ ) = x k and µ(σ ) = ε If a strategy fails this condition then we have traces σ and σ that are indistinguishable at port p such that: the behaviour of µ is different at p after σ and σ and µ(σ) and µ(σ ) both define inputs. Importantly, such a strategy (one that is not weakly controllable) cannot be extended to form a controllable strategy.
The pseudocode for constructing a controllable ADS is given in Algorithm 2.
The algorithm receives an FSM (M ), a tuple of input symbols (Υ) a nonnegative integer (h) and a global strategy (µ) as its inputs. At each recursive step, the algorithm forms and extends a strategy in a depth-first search manner. The algorithm terminates if it finds a controllable ADS or the strategies being constructed reach a preset height .
The inputs are M , Υ = ∅, h = 0, and µ = ∅. During a recursive step the algorithm first initialises a set of sets of sequences (traces set) Π = {{ε}}. Set Π is constructed so that it contains the equivalence classes of Ev(µ, M, S), under equivalence relation ∼: a controllable strategy must behave in the same way after two traces that are equivalent under ∼. Set Π is formed by considering the traces in Ev(µ, M, S) one at a time, with two traces σ and σ being in the same set Ψ i if and only if σ ∼ σ (Lines 2-7) .
After the set Π has been formed, for every Ψ i ∈ Π the algorithm retrieves the ith symbol x from the tuple Υ. Then for each trace σ s in Ψ i the algorithm updates the strategy to µ ← µ ∪ {(σ s , x)} (Lines 8-11) or makes no change if x = ε.
When µ is updated the set Π is formed again, with the algorithm executing the instructions provided on If the cardinality of Π is less than n or the strategy is not controllable then the algorithm checks whether h has reached the preset bound (Line 16) and returns null if this is the case (Line 20). Otherwise, the algorithm checks if the strategy is weakly controllable (Line 17). If the strategy is not weakly controllable then the algorithm returns null (Line 20). Otherwise, for each different |Π|-tuple of the set X ∪ {ε}, the algorithm generates Υ, which is a mapping from each equivalence class to a next input or ε (representing no input being added in this iteration of the loop). It then calls itself with M , Υ, h = h + 1, and µ (Lines 18-19) . The role of Υ in this recursive step ensures that the algorithm considers all ways of extending the current strategy. We include ε as an option so that evolutions of a strategy can vary in length.
As we generate different |Π|-tuples of set X∪{ε} (Line 18), the time complexity of the algorithm is exponential in the size of M . However, since at each recursive call the algorithm processes M , Υ, h and µ, the proposed ADS construction algorithm requires polynomial space if the preset bound can be described by a polynomial function in the size of M . Moreover, the algorithm is guaranteed to return a controllable ADS if there exists The following shows how the global ADS in Figure 6 can be generated from the FSM in the same figure when using upper bound = 5.
Example 3. Let us suppose that we provide M (given in Figure 6a ) along with ∅, Υ = {x 1 , x 2 } and h = 0 to Algorithm 2 as inputs and we assume that = 5. Note that h is provided as input in order to allow recursion; if an ADS of height h is not found and h < then the recursive step is applied. Initially, µ = {} and so if we apply µ in a state of M then the resultant trace is the empty sequence ε. Thus, after executing Lines 2 − 7 we obtain Π = {Ψ 0 } with Ψ 0 = {ε}. The algorithm will then select an input for Ψ 0 (Lines 8-11) and let us suppose that x 1 is chosen.
At this point the algorithm has generated a strategy µ of depth 1; one that initially applies x 1 . It updates Π with the equivalence classes of the set of resultant traces. There are two traces that can be produced using this strategy: from states s 1 , s 2 , and s 3 there is output o 1 , o 2 (and so σ 1 = σ 2 = σ 3 = x 1 / o 1 , o 2 ) and from states s 4 , s 5 , and s 6 there is output o 1 , o 2 (and so
The set of traces is thus {x 1 / o 1 , o 2 , x 1 / o 1 , o 2 } and we obtain two equivalence classes:
The algorithm assigns {Ψ 1 , Ψ 2 } to Π (line 12).
The algorithm now checks whether µ distinguishes the states of M (whether |Π| = |S|). Since this is not the case, the algorithm checks whether the bound on the depth has been reached. Since = 5 and the current value of h is 1, the algorithm then checks whether µ is weakly controllable (it clearly is). The algorithm is then recursively called with µ, Υ, and h = 2.
In the next phase, the algorithm repeats the above procedure for each Ψ i . In order to produce the ADS in Figure 6b , it chooses input x 2 for Ψ 1 and input x 1 for Ψ 2 . The resultant set of traces is {x 1 
We therefore have three sets of traces:
It is straightforward to see that this global strategy is weakly controllable. Since since |Π| is 3, and so is less than |S|, the process continues. In the next iteration the algorithm chooses input x 1 for Ψ 1 , ε (no input) for Ψ 2 , and x 1 for Ψ 3 . The process continues, potentially returning T rue and the global ADS shown in Figure 6b .
We now show how this global ADS can be used to identify a state (in this case s 3 ).
Example 4. From the ADS given in Figure 6b , initially the strategy µ returns value µ(ε) = x 1 . Let us suppose that when the tester applies input x 1 and the FSM produces output o 1 , o 2 . The global strategy states that the next input to apply is µ(x 1 / o 1 , o 2 ) = x 2 . Let us suppose that in response to input x 2 , M produces o 1 , ε . This pattern repeats until the global strategy µ produces ε as follows:
Testing then ends and from the global trace we know that initially M must have been in state s 3 .
Local and Distributed Test Strategies
This section defines what we mean by local and distributed strategies.
The main results are the definition of projection functions that map global strategies to local strategies and the proof that if a global strategy is controllable then we can implement it using a distributed strategy. This shows the value of generating controllable global strategies for use in testing, which is the problem we investigate in this paper.
Recall that a global strategy is a partial function from (X/Y ) * to X and so it might appear that a local strategy for port p will be a partial function from (X p /Y p ) * to X p . However, the observations made by the tester at port p need not alternate between inputs and outputs. For example, there might be a trace such as σ = x 1 / ε, o 2 x 1 / o 1 , o 2 x 2 / o 1 , ε and here π 2 (σ) = o 2 o 2 x 2 . As a result, a local strategy will be a partial function from sequences of observations at p (elements of Σ * p ) and not from (X p /Y p ) * . We include ε in the set of values that can be returned by the local strategy, with this denoting the case where the tester waits to observe further output. In contrast to global strategies, if the local tester at port p chooses to not send an input then it might not have terminated since input can be supplied by other local testers and this can result in additional observations at p. Definition 4.6. A local strategy µ p for port p is a function from Σ * p to X p ∪ {ε} such that only finitely many traces from Σ * p are mapped to X p . In distributed testing the overall test system can be seen as a set of local testers and thus can be represented by a tuple of local strategies. Definition 4.7. Given port set P = {1, 2, . . . , k}, a distributed strategy µ is a tuple (µ 1 , µ 2 , . . . , µ k ) such that for all p ∈ P we have that µ p is a local strategy for p. Further, σ ∈ Σ * p is an evolution of local strategy µ p if the following hold:
1. If σ x is a prefix of σ for x ∈ X p then µ p (σ ) = x.
2. If σ is a prefix of σ and µ p (σ ) = x then σ x a prefix of σ.
We let Ev(µ p ) denote the set of evolutions of µ p .
Given distributed strategy µ = (µ 1 , µ 2 , . . . , µ k ), if σ is a global trace and µ p (π p (σ)) = x ∈ X p then the tester at port p applies input x if it observes π p (σ). When µ is applied, a local tester makes decisions regarding when to supply input on the basis of its observations. In defining the evolutions of µ we need to consider a situation that could not occur with global strategies: we may get a point where more than one local strategy wants to supply the next input and so this can cause a race (see Figure 7 for an example). If the aim is to implement a global strategy then such scenarios are undesirable since there can be more than one possible next input after a trace (global strategies do not allow such situations to occur). As a result, we define what it means for a distributed strategy to be deterministic (to not have such races). The following requires that if trace σ can occur in testing using distributed strategy µ = (µ 1 , µ 2 , . . . , µ k ) (condition 1) then at most one µ p can supply input after σ; later we will prove that we can map a controllable global strategy to a deterministic distributed strategy.
Definition 4.8. Given state set S , a distributed strategy µ = (µ 1 , µ 2 , . . . , µ k ) is deterministic for S if there does not exist σ ∈ L M (S ) such that the following hold:
1. for all p ∈ P we have that π p (σ) ∈ pre(Ev(µ p )); and
Further, µ is deterministic if there does not exist a trace σ ∈ (X/Y ) * , such that the following hold:
1. for all p ∈ P we have that π p (σ) ∈ pre(Ev(µ p )); and 2. there exists p, p ∈ P, p = p , such that µ p (π p (σ)) ∈ X p and µ p (π p (σ)) ∈ X p .
Consequently, we cannot have a trace σ that can occur when applying µ (one where all the projections of σ are prefixes of evolutions of the local strategies) after which two different testers can supply the next input. Thus, since the µ p are functions, any next input after a global trace σ is uniquely defined. It is straightforward to define evolutions of deterministic distributed strategies and this will allow us to reason about the observations that can be made when a distributed strategy interacts with the SUT. * is an evolution of a deterministic distributed strategy µ = (µ 1 , µ 2 , . . . , µ k ) if the following hold:
1. If σ x/y is a prefix of σ for x ∈ X p then µ p (π p (σ )) = x; and 2. If σ is a prefix of σ and µ p (π p (σ )) = x, x ∈ X p , then there exists y ∈ Y such that σ x/y is a prefix of σ.
We let Ev(µ) denote the set of evolutions of µ.
This can be extended to the case where we have a set S ⊆ S of states from which a deterministic distributed strategy might be applied. Definition 4.10. Given state set S ⊆ S of M and distributed strategy µ = (µ 1 , µ 2 , . . . , µ k ) that is deterministic for S , trace σ ∈ (X/Y ) * is an evolution of µ from S if σ ∈ L M (S ) and the following hold:
We let Ev(µ, M, S ) denote the set of such evolutions of µ from S .
We now consider the problem of mapping a global strategy µ to a distributed strategy. Given port p we can define the projection of µ at p and, in an abuse of notation, call this π p (µ). The essential idea is that if µ supplies input x at port p after σ (µ(σ) = x) then µ p = π p (µ) can supply x after the observation π p (σ) it makes in this scenario. We initially define π p (µ) to be a relation between Σ * p and X p ∪ {ε}: for some σ p ∈ Σ * p we may have that π p (µ) maps σ p to more than one element of X p ∪ {ε}.
Definition 4.11. Given a global strategy µ and port p ∈ P, π p (µ) is a relation µ p between Σ * p and X p ∪ {ε} defined by: x ∈ µ p (σ p ) for x ∈ X p ∪ {ε} and σ p ∈ Σ * p if and only if there exists some σ ∈ Ev(µ) such that x = µ(σ) and π p (σ) = σ p .
We have the important property that the projections of a controllable global strategy form a deterministic distributed strategy and so are suitable for use in distributed testing. Proposition 3. If global strategy µ is controllable for S then the distributed strategy (π 1 (µ), π 2 (µ), . . . . π k (µ)) is deterministic.
This tells us that if we have a controllable global strategy µ then the set of evolutions is defined for the distributed strategy (π 1 (µ), π 2 (µ), . . . , π k (µ)) since evolutions are defined for deterministic distributed strategies.
When considering a set S ⊆ S of states we restrict attention to traces in L M (S ). As a result, one might expect that if global strategy µ is controllable for S then the distributed strategy (π 1 (µ), π 2 (µ) . . . π k (µ)) is deterministic for S . However, this is not necessarily the case since in forming the local strategies we consider all evolutions of a global strategy, not only those allowed from S . Proposition 4. It is possible that a global strategy µ is controllable for S ⊆ S but the distributed strategy (π 1 (µ), π 2 (µ), . . . π k (µ)) is not deterministic for S . FIGURE 7: Two distributed strategies: µ = (µ 1 , µ 2 ) and µ = (µ 1 , µ 2 ). Local strategies µ 1 and µ 2 are deterministic. Local strategies µ 1 and µ 2 require testers to supply input at the same time, causing nondeterminism.
This leads us to define the projection of a global strategy in the presence of a set S ⊆ S of states; we simply restrict attention to evolutions of µ that can occur from S . Definition 4.12. Given global strategy µ, port p ∈ P and set S of states of M , π S p (µ) is a relation µ p between Σ * p and X p ∪ {ε} defined by: x ∈ µ p (σ p ) for x ∈ X p ∪ {ε} and σ p ∈ Σ * p if and only if there exists σ ∈ Ev(µ, M, S ) such that x = µ(σ) and π p (σ) = σ p .
We can now generalise Proposition 3 for the case where we have a set S ⊆ S of states.
Proposition 5. Given state set S ⊆ S of M , if global strategy µ is controllable for S then the distributed strategy (π
We have shown that the projections of a controllable global strategy define a deterministic distributed strategy. If we take the projections of a controllable global strategy then the resultant distributed strategy the same set of evolutions and so we can implement a controllable global strategy using distributed testers. Proposition 6. Let us suppose that µ is a controllable global strategy and for all p ∈ P we have that µ p = π p (µ). Then the distributed strategy µ = (µ 1 , µ 2 , . . . , µ k ) is such that Ev(µ) = Ev(µ ).
Proposition 7. Let us suppose that µ is a controllable global strategy for set S ⊆ S of states of FSM M and for all p ∈ P we have that µ p = π S p (µ). Then the distributed strategy µ = (µ 1 , µ 2 , . . . , µ k ) is such that Ev(µ, M, S ) = Ev(µ , M, S ).
We now define what it means for a deterministic distributed strategy to be an ADS. Definition 4.13. A distributed strategy µ is an adaptive distinguishing sequence for state set S of FSM M , S ⊆ S, if µ is deterministic for S and for all s, s ∈ S with s = s, σ ∈ Ev(µ, M, s), and σ ∈ Ev(µ, M, s ) we have that σ ∼ σ. Further, µ is an adaptive distinguishing sequence for M if µ is an adaptive distinguishing sequence for S.
We now have the main result in this section, which is that if µ is a controllable ADS for M then the distributed strategy obtained by taking the projections of µ is also an ADS. This allows us to construct global controllable strategies that are ADSs, knowing that we can take their projections to form suitable distributed strategies. The rest of the paper will therefore focus on generating suitable global strategies.
Theorem 4.1. If µ is controllable and is an adaptive distinguishing sequence for FSM M then µ = (π 1 (µ), π 2 (µ), . . . , π k (µ)) is an adaptive distinguishing sequence for M . Theorem 4.2. Given S ⊆ S, if µ is controllable for S and is an adaptive distinguishing sequence for
is an adaptive distinguishing sequence for M from S .
We now provide an algorithm (Algorithm 3) that receives a global strategy µ and a port p and returns the projection of the global strategy at p. Recall that a global strategy is a partial function from traces to inputs. In forming the local strategy µ p we extract the evolutions of µ since µ is defined on its evolutions and their prefixes. Let us suppose that σ is a prefix of an evolution σ of µ. There are two cases to consider. If µ(σ ) = x and x ∈ X P then µ p should apply x after π p (σ ) and so we add to µ p the pair (π p (σ ), µ(σ )) that represents µ p mapping π p (σ ) to x (Line 6). Alternatively, if µ(σ ) = x and x ∈ X P then µ p should not supply input after π p (σ ) and so we add the pair (π p (σ ), ε) that represents µ p mapping π p (σ ) to ε (and so µ p does not supply input after π p (σ )) (Line 7).
For example consider the global ADS strategy given in Figure 6b . For Port 1, Algorithm 3 returns
These results are important since they tell us that as long as we restrict attention to controllable strategies, it is safe to generate global strategies that are ADSs and 
As a result, the set of projections of µ do not define a distributed strategy in which the local testers are deterministic: π p (µ) must relate π p (σ) to more than one element of X p ∪ {ε}. Thus, a local tester cannot determine what to do next based on its observations and, in addition, µ and (π 1 (µ), π 2 (µ) . . . , π k (µ)) will have different sets of evolutions. As a result, we know that it is safe to consider controllable global strategies and also that if a global strategy µ is not controllable then we cannot implement it using distributed testers (using the resultant distributed testers can lead to a race and so behaviours not allowed under µ).
GENERATING A CONTROLLABLE ADS
In Section 4, we showed that when using the distributed test architecture it is sufficient to consider global controllable ADSs. We now show that the problem of deciding whether an FSM M has a global controllable ADS that distinguishes all of its states is PSPACE-Hard.
We will rely on the following lemma that tells us that the problem of deciding whether a single-port FSM has a PDS is PSPACE-hard even if all transitions have nonempty output.
Lemma 5.1. Given a single-port FSM M in which no transition produces empty output, checking the existence of a preset distinguishing sequence is PSPACE-Complete.
Theorem 5.1. Given an FSM M , checking the existence of a controllable ADS that distinguishes all of the states of M is PSPACE-Hard. In addition, this result still holds if we restrict attention to FSMs that have two ports.
Clearly, not every FSM has a global controllable ADS, therefore as discussed for single-port FSMs [55] , under such circumstances one may wish to construct global controllable ADSs for subset of states. However, we show that this is also a hard problem.
Theorem
5.2.
The following problem is PSPACE-Hard: given an FSM M , find a controllable ADS µ and state set S where µ is a controllable ADS for S and µ and S are such that S has maximal size.
By the virtue of the reduction used in the proof of the above, one can deduce that there are FSMs such that the shortest evolution 8 in Ev(µ, M, S) is of exponential length.
There is a class of FSMs that have ADSs such that the shortest evolution is of exponential length.
Finally, since existence is PSPACE-Hard so are the corresponding optimisation problems.
The following problem is PSPACE-Hard: given an FSM M , what is the smallest value of such that M has an ADS of height ?
These results show that ADS generation problems are computationally hard, in contrast to the situation with single-port FSMs, but leave open the question of whether these problems are decidable. We now show that we can reduce these negative results to some extent when we limit the height of the ADS and we are therefore interested in the following problem.
Definition 5.1. Given an FSM M and natural number , the Exact Height problem for M is to determine whether M has a controllable ADS with height .
Naturally, this corresponds also to the problem of deciding whether there is a controllable ADS with height at most and it is straightforward to adapt the results in this section to the case where we have a bound on the height of an ADS. We therefore focus on the exact height problem. This problem is motivated by the fact that it is possible to use a set of separating sequences instead of an ADS or PDS in order to identify states. It is known that for any two states s i and s j of an FSM M with n states, k ports and m inputs, we can decide in O(mn 2 ) time whether there is a controllable separating sequence that distinguishes s i and s j and if so there is such a sequence of length at most k(n − 1). Thus, one can construct a set of controllable separating sequences to form a characterisation set of polynomial size and this can be achieved in polynomial time.
We will show that the Directed Hamiltonian Path (DHP) problem for strongly connected directed graphs, which is NP-Complete [56] [57] , is polynomial time reducible to the exact height problem. An instance of a DHP problem can be defined as follows, where a walk is said to visit a vertex v if v is the starting vertex or the ending vertex of at least one edge in the walk.
Definition 5.2. Consider a strongly connected directed graph G = (V, E) with vertex set V = {v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n } and edge set E = {e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e m }. We say that walk ρ of G is a Hamiltonian path if and only if the walk visits each vertex of G exactly once. The DHP problem is to decide whether a strongly connected directed graph G has a Hamiltonian path.
Given an instance G of the DHP problem, we will construct an FSM M (G) = (P, S, s 0 , X, Y, δ, λ). The aim will be to construct the transition structure of the FSM in such a way that an ADS µ simulates the rules that govern the DHP problem. We will then prove that if G has n vertices then there is an ADS µ for M whose longest evolution in Ev(µ, M, S) is of length n−1 if and only if the corresponding sequence of symbols constitutes a solution to the DHP problem for G. We now show how we construct M (G).
Definition 5.3. We represent vertex v i of G by a state s i of M and add an additional state s e and so S = {s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s n } ∪ {s e }. For each edge e i of G there is a corresponding port i of M and unique input x i at port i. There is an extra port 0, the port set of M is P = {0} ∪ {1, 2, . . . , m}. There are no inputs at port 0. The output alphabets are: Y 0 = {1, 2, . . . , n} and for all
If e i is an edge from vertex v j to vertex v r then the state changes associated with transitions of M (G) that have input x i are defined by the following:
1. We include in M (G) a transition from s j to s r with input x i .
2. From every state s ∈ S with s = s j there is a self-loop transition from s with input x i . These are included to make M (G) completely specified and all transitions from s e are of this form.
Thus, for each state s of M (G), a walk in G has a corresponding walk in M (G) that starts at s. We define the output in response to input x i in order to ensure that in controllable testing x i can only be followed by an input x j = x i if e i can be followed by e j in G. As a result, controllable walks through M (G) correspond to walks of G. Let us suppose that e i is an edge from vertex v j to vertex v r and in G the edges that leave v r (and so can follow e i ) are are those in E ⊆ E. Then for port p, 1 ≤ p ≤ m, the transitions with input x i produce output o p at p if e p ∈ E and otherwise they produce no output at p. As a result, input x i can be followed by input x j = x i in controllable testing if and only if e i can be followed by e j in G. At port 0 there are two cases: x i leads to output j at 0 if x i is input when M is in state s j (recall that e i leaves vertex v j ) and otherwise, if x i is input when M (G) is in a state s j = s j , it leads to no output at 0.
As a result of this construction, any input of x i leads to the same output at all ports in {1, 2, . . . , m} irrespective of the state in which it is applied. Thus, only the output at port 0 can be used to distinguish states. In addition, no output can be produced at 0 when an input sequence is applied from s e . For example consider an instance G of the DHP problem given in Figure 8a and corresponding FSM M (G) given in Figure 8b .
In terms of distinguishing states there is no value in following an input immediately by itself (e.g. having a subsequence of the form x i x i ). We will say that a strategy for M (G) is non-redundant if it cannot lead to an input being immediately followed by itself and results will restrict attention to non-redundant strategies.
A controllable global strategy of M (G) has a particular form.
Proposition 8. Given a directed graph G and FSM M (G) with state set S, if µ is a non-redundant controllable global strategy for M (G) then all traces in Ev(µ, M (G), S \ {s e }) have the same input portion x i1 x i2 . . . x ir and this has the property that e i1 e i2 . . . e ir is a walk of G.
We now show how the DHP problem for strongly connected G relates to the existence of an ADS µ for M (G) whose longest evolution has length = n. Proposition 9. Strongly connected directed graph G has a Hamiltonian path if and only if M (G) has a controllable ADS that distinguishes all of the state of M (G) and whose longest evolution has length = n.
We can now prove that the problem of deciding whether an FSM has an ADS whose longest evolution has length is NP-Hard. The following holds when we are interested in distinguishing all states in S or some subset S of these.
Theorem 5.5. The exact height problem is in EXPSPACE and is NP-Hard.
Finally, if we suitably bound then the problem is NP-Complete. As noted before, in testing it is possible to use a characterisation set containing controllable separating sequences. Thus, in practice we are unlikely to be interested in ADSs that are significantly longer than the sum of the lengths of the sequences in such a characterisation set. This motivates the above result: in practice we are likely to have a polynomial upper bound on the height of an ADS that we are ready to use.
CONCLUSIONS
Many automated test case generation algorithms for testing from a single-port FSM M use test cases that distinguish states of M and there has been particular interest in adaptive distinguishing sequences (ADSs). There has been interest in ADSs as they can be shorter, are computationally less expensive to produce, and there are FSMs that have ADSs but no PDS. This has led to the development of many automated test case generation algorithms for FSMs that use ADSs. However, such algorithms return test cases that are designed for the case where there is a single tester that interacts with the SUT and so need not be suitable for distributed testing.
This paper has extended the concepts of ADSs to distributed testing. We showed that if an ADS is controllable then it can be implemented by a set of distributed local testers but otherwise this is not possible. It also demonstrated how these local testers can be devised.
We then considered complexity related problems for ADSs. We proved that the problem of deciding whether an FSM has an ADS is PSPACE-Hard but left decidability open. This situation is significantly different from the single-port FSM problem, which can be solved in low-order polynomial time. We also showed that the problem of deciding whether there is an ADS with height (or height at most ) is NP-Hard. In practice we are likely to have upper bound that is a polynomial in the size of M and for this case the problem is NP-Complete.
There are several lines of future work. First, it is still open whether the ADS existence problem is decidable. There is also the problem of finding realistic conditions under which the problems studied can be solved in polynomial time. There may also be scope to develop heuristics for devising controllable ADSs and finally, there is the potential to develop new automated test case generation algorithms for distributed testing.
APPENDIX
Proposition 2. If a strategy µ is controllable then for every FSM M and set S of states of M , we have that µ is controllable for S . However, it is possible that strategy µ is controllable for S for some FSM M and state set S and yet µ is not controllable.
Proof. The first part is immediate from the definitions. For the second part consider a global strategy µ that:
• starts by supplying input x 1 at port 1;
• if o 1 , ε) is output then the strategy supplies input x 2 at port 2 and terminates;
• for every other output the strategy terminates.
This strategy is not controllable since it should send input x 2 to port 2 after x 1 / o 1 , ε but not after the empty sequence ε, even though x 1 / o 1 , ε and ε have the same projections at port 2. However, µ is controllable for any S from which the input of x 1 cannot lead to output o 1 , ε . The result thus follows. Proposition 3. If global strategy µ is controllable for S then the distributed strategy (π 1 (µ), π 2 (µ), . . . . π k (µ)) is deterministic.
Proof. We are required to prove that µ = (π 1 (µ), π 2 (µ) . . . .π k (µ)) is deterministic. We will use proof by contradiction and assume that µ is non-deterministic. By Definition 4.8 there therefore exists global trace σ 1 ∈ (X/Y ) * such that for all p ∈ P we have that π p (σ 1 ) ∈ Ev(µ p ) and ports p, p with p = p such that µ p (π p (σ 1 )) ∈ X p and µ p (π p (σ 1 )) ∈ X p . By Definition 4.11, there exist global traces σ and σ in Ev(µ) such that:
• π p (σ) = π p (σ 1 ) and µ(σ) = x, x ∈ X p ; and
By Definition 4.3, since µ is controllable and π p (σ) = π p (σ 1 ) we must have that µ supplies input x after σ 1 . Similarly, by Definition 4.3, since π p (σ ) = π p (σ 1 ) we must have that µ supplies input x after σ 1 . This contradicts the definition of a global strategy, since µ applies two different inputs after σ 1 , and so the result follows. Proposition 4. It is possible that a global strategy µ is controllable for S ⊆ S but the distributed strategy (π 1 (µ), π 2 (µ), . . . π k (µ)) is not deterministic for S .
Proof. Consider a global strategy µ that initially supplies input x 1 at port 1 and only supplies another input if the output is 1, ε , in which case the input is x 2 at port 2. Further let S be some set of states from which the input of x 1 cannot lead to 1, ε . Then clearly µ is controllable for S since from S it simply supplies x 1 , observes an output, and then terminates. However, if we take the projections we find that π 1 (µ) starts by supplying input x 1 and π 2 (µ) can initially supply input x 2 (since µ can supply x 2 after x 1 / 1, ε and π 2 (x 1 / 1, ε ) = ε). Thus, the distributed strategy (π 1 (µ), π 2 (µ)) is not deterministic for S as required.
Proposition 6. Let us suppose that µ is a controllable global strategy and for all p ∈ P we have that µ p = π p (µ). Then the distributed strategy µ = (µ 1 , µ 2 , . . . , µ k ) is such that Ev(µ) = Ev(µ ).
Proof. First we prove that Ev(µ) ⊆ Ev(µ ). Proof by contradiction: assume that there is some σ ∈ Ev(µ) \ Ev(µ ). Let σ denote the longest prefix of σ that is in pre(Ev(µ )) and so there exists an input/output pair x/y such that σ x/y is a prefix of σ and σ x/y ∈ pre(Ev(µ )). Let p be such that x ∈ X p . Since σ x/y ∈ Ev(µ) we have that µ(σ ) = x and so µ p (π p (σ )) = x. Thus, µ can supply input x after σ and so σ x/y ∈ pre(Ev(µ )), providing a contradiction as required. Now we prove that Ev(µ ) ⊆ Ev(µ). Proof by contradiction: assume that there is some σ ∈ Ev(µ ) \ Ev(µ). Let σ denote the longest prefix of σ that is in pre(Ev(µ)) and so there exists an input/output pair x/y such that σ x/y is a prefix of σ and σ x/y ∈ pre(Ev(µ)). Let p be such that x ∈ X p . Since σ x/y ∈ Ev(µ ) we have that µ p (π p (σ )) = x. Thus, by the definition of π p (µ), there exists some σ ∈ Ev(µ, M, S )) such that π p (σ ) = π p (σ ) and µ(σ ) = x. However, since π p (σ ) = π p (σ ) and µ is controllable we must have that µ(σ ) = µ(σ ). Thus, µ(σ ) = x and so σ x/y ∈ pre(Ev(µ)), providing a contradiction as required.
If µ is controllable and is an adaptive distinguishing sequence for FSM M then µ = (π 1 (µ), π 2 (µ), . . . , π k (µ)) is an adaptive distinguishing sequence for M .
Proof. By Proposition 3, since µ is controllable we know that µ is deterministic. In addition, by Proposition 6 we know that Ev(µ) = Ev(µ ) and so for every state s of M we have that Ev(µ, M, s) = Ev(µ , M, s). The result now follows from µ being an adaptive distinguishing sequence for M . Theorem 4.2. Given S ⊆ S, if µ is controllable for S and is an adaptive distinguishing sequence for
Proof. By Proposition 5, since µ is controllable for S we know that µ is deterministic for S . In addition, by Proposition 7, for every state s of M we have that Ev(µ, M, s) = Ev(µ , M, s). The result now follows from µ being an adaptive distinguishing sequence for S .
Proof. The problem being in PSPACE is a consequence of the general PDS existence problem for single-port FSMs being in PSPACE and so we focus on proving that the problem is PSPACE-Hard. We will show that any algorithm that can solve this problem can also solve the general problem of deciding whether a singleport FSM has a distinguishing sequence. Let M = (S, s 0 , X, Y, δ, λ) be a single-port FSM in which some transitions may have output ε. We construct an FSM M = (S, s 0 , X, Y ∪ {y}, δ, λ ) where y ∈ Y is a new output and the function λ is defined by: given s ∈ S and x ∈ X, if λ(s, x) = ε then λ (s, x) = λ(s, x) and otherwise λ (s, x) = y. It is now sufficient to observe that an input sequence is a distinguishing sequence for M if and only if it is a distinguishing sequence for M . The result now follows from the problem of deciding whether a single-port FSM has a distinguishing sequence being PSPACE-complete [29] . Proof. Assume that we have been given a single-port FSM M 1 = (S, s 0 , X, Y, δ, λ) such that all of the transitions of M 1 have non-empty output. We will construct an FSM M that has two ports 1 and 2. The state set of M will be S and the initial state will be s 0 . Port 1 will have input alphabet X 1 = X and output alphabet Y 1 = ∅. Port 2 will have input alphabet X 2 = ∅ and output alphabet Y 2 = Y . Given state s and input x such that δ(s, x) = s and λ(s, x) = y, we will include in M the transition from s to s that has input x ∈ X 1 and produces output ε, y . Now consider controllable global adaptive strategy for M . Since all inputs are at port 1 and no outputs are produced at port 1, there is no opportunity for a controllable global adaptive strategy to lead to different input sequences from different states: the tester choosing the next input will have observed no output irrespective of the state that the adaptive strategy was applied in. Thus, all controllable adaptive strategies for M correspond to fixed input sequences. In addition, since every transition produces non-empty output at port 2 and no output at port 1, if the tester applies an input sequence x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x m at port 1 and the tester at port 2 observes output sequence y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y m then we know that for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m, y i was produced in response to input x i . Thus, there are no observability problems.
To summarise, a controllable global adaptive strategy for M corresponds to a fixed input sequencex and the output sequence observed at port 2 whenx is applied from state s ∈ S is exactly λ(s,x). Thus, an adaptive strategy for M is a controllable ADS for M if and only if it corresponds to an input sequencex such that for all s, s ∈ S with s = s we have that λ(s,x) = λ(s ,x). This is the case if and only ifx is a distinguishing sequence for M 1 . The result now follows from Lemma 5.1.
Proof. If we have an algorithm that solves this problem and are given FSM M , then M has a controllable ADS if and only if the algorithm returns such an ADS. The result thus follows from Theorem 5.1.
Theorem 5.3. There is a class of FSMs that contain ADS such that the shortest evolution is of exponential length.
Proof. Consider a single-port FSM that has a PDS with exponential length [29] , now reapply the reduction given in Theorem 5.1.
Theorem 5.4.
Proof. An FSM has an ADS if and only if it has a minimum height ADS. Thus, any algorithm that returns the smallest such that M has an ADS of height also decides whether M has an ADS. The result thus follows from the existence problems being PSPACE-Hard.
Proof. First observe that all transitions of M (G) with input x i , 1 ≤ i ≤ m, produce the same output at all ports of M (G) except 0. In addition, M (G) has no inputs at port 0. We will prove that the input portions are the same for all traces in Ev(µ, M (G), S \ {s e }) and will use proof by contradiction: assume that the input portions of Ev(µ, M (G), s) and Ev(µ, M (G), s ) are different for some states s, s ∈ S \ {s e }. Letx denote the longest common prefix of the input portions of Ev(µ, M (G), s) and Ev(µ, M (G), s ). Without loss of generality, assume that Ev(µ, M (G), s) has an input portion that followsx with input x p at port p. However, since M (G) has no input at port 0 we have that p = 0 and so the responses tox in states s and s have the same outputs at p. Thus, since µ is controllable, Ev(µ, M, s ) must have an input portion that followsx with input x p . However, this contradicts the definition ofx as required. Thus, all traces in Ev(µ, M (G), S \ {s e }) have the same input portion x i1 x i2 . . . x ir . Further, by the definition of M (G), in a non-redundant controllable global strategy an input x i can only be followed by input x j if in G we have that e i can be followed by e j . The result therefore follows.
Proposition 9. Strongly connected directed graph G has a Hamiltonian path if and only if M (G) has a controllable ADS that distinguishes all of the state of M (G) and whose longest evolution has length = n.
Proof. First we prove that if G has a Hamiltonian path ρ = e 1 e 2 . . . e n−1 then M (G) has an ADS whose longest evolution has length n. Choose an edge e n of G that can follow e n−1 in G: since G is strongly connected there must be some such edge. By the definition of M (G), the input sequence x 1 x 2 . . . x n defines a controllable global strategy for M (G). In addition, since ρ is a Hamiltonian path, for every state s i of M (G), s i = s e , the application of input sequence x 1 x 2 . . . x n from s i includes an input that corresponds to an edge with starting vertex v i and so leads to an output sequence at port 0 that starts with i. Finally, the application of x 1 x 2 . . . x n in state s e leads to no output being produced at 0. Thus, x 1 x 2 . . . x n defines an ADS and its longest evolution has length n as required. Now we assume that M (G) has a controllable ADS whose longest evolution has length = n and we are required to prove that G has a Hamiltonian path. By Proposition 8 we know that there is some input sequence x 1 x 2 . . . x n such that all traces of Ev(µ, M (G), S \ {s e }) have input portion x 1 x 2 . . . x n . Further, since µ is an ADS for M (G) we must have that for every state s i = s e , x 1 x 2 . . . x n contains an input x j such that v i is the starting vertex of e j . In addition, since µ is controllable we must have that e 1 e 2 . . . e n is a walk of G. To conclude, all vertices of G start edges in walk e 1 e 2 . . . e n of G and so e 1 e 2 . . . e n−1 is a Hamiltonian path of G.
Proof. We will first show that a non-deterministic Turning machine T can decide the exact height ADS problem using exponential space. We can allow T to initially guess an ADS µ with height at most . Since this defines a finite tree with at most n leaves there is an upper bound on the size of the tree that is polynomial in terms of n and and so this take space that is polynomial in and n.
In order to check whether µ is controllable it is sufficient to compute the traces that can be produced by applying µ from states of M and for any two traces σ and σ check whether there are corresponding controllability problems.
There are corresponding controllability problems if there are prefixes σ 1 and σ 1 of σ and σ respectively that have the same projection at a port p such that after σ and σ the behaviour of the tester at p differs. Thus, the Turing machine can check this in polynomial time. Finally, the Turing machine can check in polynomial time whether µ distinguishes the states of M . The Turing machine takes space that is polynomial in n and and so exponential in the description of the problem (since can be described in O(log 2 ) space). Thus, we have that a nondeterministic Turing machine can solve the problem in exponential space. Finally, using the Savitch's Theorem [58] we know that a deterministic Turing machine can also solve the problem in exponential space. We therefore have that the problem is in EXPSPACE.
The problem being NP-Hard follows from Proposition 9 and the fact that the DHP problem with strongly connected directed graphs is NP-Hard.
